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Abstract

Kabachenko V.V., Pirogov Yu.F. Studying the Unified Compositeness in e+e− Collisions: IHEP

Preprint 96-24. – Protvino, 1996. – p. 7, figs. 2, refs.: 10.

In the framework of the unified compositeness of leptons, quarks and Higgs bosons, the

linearization of the minimal nonlinear standard model G/H = SU(3)L×U(1)/SU(2)L×U(1)Y
via the hidden local symmetry Ĥloc = SU(2)L×U(1)Y is briefly described. Additional hypothesis
of vector boson dominance (VBD) of the SM gauge interactions is considered. Restrictions on

the universal dominant residual fermion-fermion, fermion-boson and boson-boson interactions
due to the VBD are investigated. Manifestations of the residual interactions at the 2 TeV e+e−

linear collider are studied. It is shown that the common substructure could be investigated
at the collider in the processes e+e− → f̄f up to the compositeness scale O(50 TeV) and in

the processes e+e− → ZH and W+W− up to O(25 TeV), which lies in the naturally preferred
deca-TeV region for the unified compositeness.

aNNOTACIQ

kABAˆENKO w.w., pIROGOW ‘.f. iZUˆENIE OB˙EDINENNOJ KOMPOZITNOSTI W e+e−-STOLKNOWENIQH:
pREPRINT ifw— 96-24. – pROTWINO, 1996. – 7 S., 2 RIS., BIBLIOGR.: 10.

w RAMKAH OB˙EDINENNOJ KOMPOZITNOSTI LEPTONOW, KWARKOW I HIGGSOWSKIH BOZONOW KRAT-

KO OPISANA LINEARIZACIQ MINIMALXNOJ NELINEJNOJ STANDARTNOJ MODELI G/H = SU(3)L ×
U(1)/SU(2)L × U(1)Y POSREDSTWOM SKRYTOJ LOKALXNOJ SIMMETRII Ĥloc = SU(2)L × U(1)Y .

rASSMOTRENA DOPOLNITELXNAQ GIPOTEZA WEKTORNO-BOZONNOJ DOMINANTNOSTI (wbd) W KALIBRO-
WOˆNYH WZAIMODEJSTWIQH STANDARTNOJ MODELI. pOLUˆENY OGRANIˆENIQ NA UNIWERSALXNYE

DOMINANTNYE OSTATOˆNYE FERMION-FERMIONNYE, FERMION-MEZONNYE I BOZON-BOZONNYE WZAI-
MODEJSTWIQ, WOZNIKA@]IE WSLEDSTWIE wbd. iZUˆENY PROQWLENIQ “TIH UNIWERSALXNYH WZAI-

MODEJSTWIJ NA 2-t“w e+e−-LINEJNOM KOLLAJDERE. pOKAZANO, ˆTO NA TAKOM KOLLAJDERE OB]AQ

SUBSTRUKTURA MOVET BYTX ISSLEDOWANA WPLOTX DO MAS[TABA SOSTAWLENNOSTI O(50 t“w) W

PROCESSAH e+e− → f̄f I DO O(25 t“w) W PROCESSAH e+e− → ZH I W+W−, ˆTO LEVIT W

PREDPOˆTIMOJ IZ SOOBRAVENIJ NATURALXNOSTI DEKAT“WNOJ OBLASTI OB˙EDINENNOJ KOMPOZIT-
NOSTI.
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Introduction

The scheme of the unified compositeness of leptons, quarks and Higgs bosons, with
their common substructure, furnishes one of the promising ways to go beyond the Standard
Model (SM). Treating the SM Higgs doublet as the Goldstone boson in the scheme, one
can solve, in particular, the naturalness problem of the Higgs sector in the SM without
supersymmetry. A nonlinear model has been constructed in the lines described above
by one of the present authors (Yu.F.P.) in refs. [1,2]. Here the SM is considered to be
just a renormalizable part of the “low energy” effective field theory due to the unified
compositeness.

The theory is based on some rather general assumptions about symmetry proper-
ties. Let the hypothetical hyperstrong interactions responsible for the internal binding
of the SM composite particles possess a global chiral symmetry G. Under the hyper-
strong confinement, the symmetry G breaks down to some its subgroup H ⊂ G at the
scale F . In this, the true Goldstone bosons which are ultimately identified, in partic-
ular, as the Higgs doublet appears. The unbroken symmetry H must contain the SM
symmetry SU(2)L × U(1)Y . Thus, at the first stage, the electroweak symmetry remains
unbroken. Ultimate taking into account the gauge quantum corrections, corresponding to
some extended electroweak symmetry Iloc ⊂ G, results in the SM electroweak symmetry
breaking at the Fermi scale v � F . If this breaking happens only under two-loop correc-
tions, the naturalness relation between the scales v and F takes place: F = O(mW/αW ).
So, F is expected to lie naturally in the deca-TeV region: F = O(10 TeV). The mini-
mal extension of the SM symmetry to implement such a scenario is given by the choice
G = SU(3)L × U(1) and H = SU(2)L × U(1)Y , the intrinsic local subgroup being
Iloc = SU(2)L × U(1)Y × U(1)Y ′. The corresponding nonlinear model G/H may be
called the Minimal Nonlinear Standard Model (MNSM).

In what follows, we describe in short the linearization of the model via the phenomenon
of the hidden local symmetry. Then we present the crucial phenomenological consequences
of the unified compositeness scheme.
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1. Universal Residual Interactions

As the nonlinear model, the MNSM is built on the nonlinear realization of G that
becomes linear when restricted to H [3]. Such a model is equivalent, at least, at the
classical level, to the model with linearly realized symmetry G × Ĥloc [4]. Here Ĥloc is
the hidden local symmetry with the appropriate auxiliary gauge bosons. In the context
of the MNSM the phenomenon of the hidden local symmetry was studied in ref. [2]. The
essence of the latter one is as follows.

In the linear model, the field variable is the element of the whole group G which can
be parametrized as:

û = uh, h ∈ H (1)

and
u = eiφ

′Y ′/F ′ei(φαX
†α+h.c.)/F ∈ G/H. (2)

Here φ is the Higgs-Goldstone doublet, φ′ is the Goldstone boson corresponding to the
broken hypercharge Y ′, with F and F ′ being the symmetry breaking mass scales. The
following transformation law under g × ĥ(x) ∈ G× Ĥloc takes place:

g × ĥ(x) : û→ gûĥ†(x). (3)

The linear model describes spontaneous/dynamical symmetry breaking G× Ĥloc → H,
with the total local symmetry being broken as Iloc × Ĥloc → Hloc = SU(2)L × U(1)Y .

To construct the Lagrangian of the linear model one has to introduce the modified
differential 1-form ω̂µ = 1/i û†D̂µû, with D̂µ being the derivative covariant both under

the intrinsic gauge symmetry Iloc and the hidden local symmetry Ĥloc. Let’s divide ω̂µ
into two parts: ω̂‖µ which is parallel to G/H and ω̂⊥µ orthogonal to it. Under G× Ĥloc
the parallel part ω̂‖µ transforms homogeneously as in the original nonlinear model, and so
does now orthogonal part ω̂⊥µ. It is precisely the introducing of the auxiliary vector fields

Ŵ i
µ and Ŝµ, corresponding to Ĥloc, that makes the transformation of ω̂⊥ homogeneous. In

the unitary under Ĥloc gauge, i.e. at h ≡ 1 in Eq. 1, the modified 1-form looks like

ω̂‖µ = ω‖µ,

ω̂i⊥µ = ωi⊥µ − ĝŴ i
µ, (4)

ω̂0⊥µ = ω0⊥µ − ĝ1Ŝµ,

where ωµ is the 1-form present in the original MNSM, ĝ and ĝ1 being some new strong
coupling constants (expectedly, ĝ2/4π = O(1)).

In the Lagrangian of the linear model, the new terms appear. They are related with
the orthogonal part of the modified 1-form. Here are some of the appropriate terms in
the gauge sector:

λF2
2

(ω̂i⊥µ)
2 +

λ1F2
2

(ω̂0⊥µ)
2 + · · · , (5)
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and for fermions they are

ψ̄γµi(∂µ + iĝŴ i
µT
i + iĝ1ŜµY )ψ

+κψ̄γµT
iψω̂i⊥µ + κ1ψ̄γµY ψω̂0⊥µ + · · · . (6)

Here λ’s and κ’s are free parameters. It’s to be noted that the matter fields ψ trans-
form now only under Ĥloc. The modified covariant derivative for them contains only the
composite Ŵµ and Ŝµ, but not the elementary Wµ and Sµ, the latter ones entering only
through the nonminimal interactions.

Introducing the vector fields in such a way without kinetic terms is just a formal
procedure. But we believe that the required kinetic terms are developed by the quantum
effects, and the new composite vector bosons become physical. This takes place, e.g.,
in 2- and 3-dimensional nonlinear σ-models [5], as well as in the hadron physics as an
accomplished fact.

From the Lagrangian of the linear model, one can read off the Lagrangian terms of
the vector boson-current interactions:

Lint = −gW i
µ

(
(1− λ)J iµ(φ) + κJ iµ(ψ)

)
− ĝŴ i

µ

(
λJ iµ(φ) + (1− κ)J iµ(ψ)

)
. (7)

Here J iµ(ψ) = ψ̄γµT
iψ and J iµ(φ) = φ†iτ i/2

↔
Dµ φ are the usual SM isotriplet currents,

with Dµ being the SM covariant derivative. To these isospin terms, one has to add the
similar hypercharge isosinglet terms. Impose now the natural requirement that all the
composite particles φ and ψ interact directly only with the composite vector bosons Ŵ
and Ŝ, but not with the elementary ones W and S. In other words, this is the well-known
hypothesis of the vector boson dominance (VBD). This requirement allows one to fix the
free parameters: λ = 1, κ = 0 and similarly for the isosinglet parameters.

The terms (ω̂i⊥)
2 and (ω̂0⊥)

2 describe the mass mixing of the elementary and composite
gauge bosons, namely, W with Ŵ and S with Ŝ. Diagonalizing these terms one gets two
sets of physical vector bosons: the massless isotriplet and isosinglet physical bosons W̄ i

and S̄, as well as the massive ones
¯̂
W
i
and

¯̂
S with masses of order F . Due to the heavy

physical vector boson exchange, the new low energy effective current-current interactions
appear in addition to that of the SM:

L(V BD)int = − 1

2F2
(
J iµ(ψ)J

i
µ(ψ) + η1J

0
µ(ψ)J

0
µ(ψ)

)

− 1

F2
(
J iµ(ψ)J

i
µ(φ) + η1J

0
µ(ψ)J

0
µ(φ)

)
. (8)

Here η1 is a free parameter, related to the original MNSM. Note that the VBD does not
affect the low energy Higgs boson self-interactions, the latter ones being determined by
the original MNSM alone:

Lint(φ) = −
1

F2
(1
3
J iµ(φ)J

i
µ(φ) + J0µ(φ)J

0
µ(φ)

)
. (9)

All these expressions are valid only at energies
√
s� F .
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To resume, the unified compositeness plus the VBD prescribe the two-parameter set
of the universal residual fermion-fermion, fermion-boson and boson-boson interactions,
with their space-time and internal structure being fixed, the sign including. The unified
compositeness scale F is expected to be in the deca-TeV region. Hence, the TeV energies
are required to probe these new contact interactions.

2. Manifestations of Unified Compositeness

VBD of Electroweak Interactions. We have investigated a possibility to test the
hypothesis of the VBD of electroweak interaction at the future 2 TeV e+e− linear collider
via e+e− → f̄f [6] and e+e− → ZH, W+W− [7]. We chose for studying a set of integral
characteristics: the relative deviation ∆ in the total cross-sections from the SM values,
the forward-backward charge asymmetry AFB, the left-right polarization asymmetry ALR
and the mixed asymmetry AFBLR .

We have calculated these observables for the processes e+e− → µ+µ− (τ+τ−), b̄b, c̄c,
jet jet and for the Bhabha scattering e+e− → e+e− as the functions of the parameter
η1 for the various values of F . The general results of these calculations are as follows.
For all the processes (except the Bhabha scattering) all the asymmetries have the similar
behaviour. First of all, there exists a particular value of η1 = tan2 θW � 0.3 when all the
asymmetries coincide with those of the SM. The only way to unravel the contact interac-
tions in this particular case is to study directly the total cross-sections. Another particular
value of η1 = g21F2/s provides the best case for studying the contact interactions, when
all the asymmetries in all the processes saturate their maximal values.

To evaluate the statistical significance of the observed deviations we have considered
the total cross-sections. Fig. 1 presents the reach for the scale F at 2σ level (95% C.L.)
via the total cross-sections in the various f̄ f channels. To this end, we took into account
only the statistical errors and accepted the integrated luminocity

∫ L dt moderately to
be 20 fb−1. In the case of the Bhabha scattering e+e− → e+e− an optimal value of the
cut-off, equal to 0.85, was chosen. Here the sensitivity is maximal due to the maximal
suppression of the t-channel peak at the statistics still high enough. It is seen that in the
processes e+e− → f̄f the VBD can be tested for the unified substructure scale F up to
O(50 TeV).

For the processes e+e− → ZH and W+W−, it proved to be of importance to consider
the polarized cross-sections σ(Pe), with Pe denoting the polarization of electron beam (the
positron beam was taken to be unpolarized). So, we have studied the relative deviation
∆(Pe) in the polarized cross-section from that of the SM. In the cases of both ZH and
WW pair production one has |∆(−1)| � |∆(+1)|. Hence one is lead to conclude that it is
preferable to operate with the maximum right-handedly polarized electrons to observe as
large deviations in the total cross-sections from the SM values as possible. The advantage
of the right-handed polarization can be seen, e.g., from the picture that presents the scale
F versus the parameter η1, attainable at 95% C.L. (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1. The reach at 95% C.L. for the compositeness scale F , vs. the parameter η1, via studying
the total cross-sections of the processes e+e− → f̄f .

Fig. 2. The same as in Fig. 1 for the processes e+e− → ZH ,W+W− with the various electron
polarizations Pe (mH = 200 GeV).
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Thus, using the right-handed polarized electron beam the VBD can be tested up to
the scale F of the order of 25 TeV in the e+e− annihilation into boson pairs. Here the
calculations for the W+W− pair production have been made under the instrumental cut-
off | cos θ| ≤ 0.8. In addition, an optimal cut-off in the forward direction, whose sense is
similar to that in the forward Bhabha scattering, has been found to be cos θ ≤ 0.3.

Anomalous Triple Gauge Interactions. In addition to the VBD interactions, a lot of
other “low energy” residual interactions is allowed in the scheme of the unified compos-
iteness. In particular, the exotic triple gauge interactions (TGI) [8] are conceivable too,
and can contribute to the W+W− pair production. The question arises as to what extent
the two types of new interactions could imitate each other.

The anomalous TGI should originate from a kind of the SM extension. Here, the SM
symmetry SU(2)L ×U(1)Y could be realized either linearly or nonlinearly. In the case of
the nonlinear realization (being still linear on the U(1)em subgroup), the nonlinearity scale
Λ is just the SM v.e.v. v. Thus, this kind of extension has nothing to do with the unified
compositeness we consider. On the other hand, for the linear SM symmetry realization
the scale Λ is not directly related with v and could be as high as desired. Thus, we chose
it to be the unified compositeness scale F = O(10 TeV).

All the conceivable linearly realized residual interactions are described by the SU(2)L×
U(1)Y invariant operators built of the SM fields [9,10]. All the operators which are
relevant to the anomalous TGI vertices are naturally expected to be O(g) or less in the
gauge couplings, but there is one exception OWS. The latter stems from the nonlinear
generalization of the field strengths in the NMSM. The similar gauge kinetic terms of
the isotriplet W and isosinglet S bosons have no gauge couplings. So, the same must
naturally happen for OWS, for its origin is of the same nature.

Thus, we have retained the OWS operator alone and have chosen the proper effective
Lagrangian to be

Leff =
C

2

1

F2OWS ≡
C

2

1

F2φ
† τi

2
φW i

µνSµν , (10)

where C = O(1). With account for all the contributions from this operator we have
found that the deviations from the SM predictions even in the most enhanced TGI case
are much smaller than those in the VBD case. So, the VBD is, in fact, dominant.

Conclusions

The main results of our study are as follows:

• VBD of the SM gauge interactions is expected to be the universal dominant low
energy feature of the unified compositeness of leptons, quarks and Higgs bosons.
• VBD of the SM electroweak interactions can be tested at the 2 TeV e+e− linear

collider for the unified compositeness scale F up to O(50 TeV) in e+e− → f̄ f and
up to O(25 TeV) in e+e− → ZH, W+W−.
• Processes e+e− → f̄f with various final fermions and e+e− → ZH, W+W− are

mutually complimentary. I.e., at any values of compositeness scale F and parameter
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η1 (but for η1 � 0.3) one can choose the environments where the deviations from
the SM are not zero. More than that, these deviations are tightly correlated.
• For e+e− → ZH, W+W− it is of importance to operate with the right-handed

electrons to observe as large deviations in the total cross-sections as possible.
• For e+e− → e+e− and W+W− there exist the optimal angular cuts-off | cos θ| ≤ 0.85

and −0.8 ≤ cos θ ≤ 0.3, respectively, at which the attainable compositeness scale F
is maximal.
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